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Problem 

¨  A small bicycle company is looking to relocate to 
Portland, Oregon. The primary goal is to find 
manufacturing space that is within 200 feet of 
established bike routes and bus routes. A secondary 
consideration is proximity to the freeway to 
facilitate shipping and receiving.  



Project Workflow 

¨  Create a basemap and identify the following:  
¤ Manufacturing tax lots in the Portland Metro area 
¤  Identify bike routes 
¤  Identify bus lines 
¤  Identify major highways 

¨  Select Manufacturing TL by location 
¤ Mfg <= 200ft to established bike route 
¤ Mfg <= 200ft to bus line 



Project Workflow, cont.   

¨  Join Mfg that is within 200 ft of both bus and bike 
routes (AND logic) 

¨  Find which manufacturing tax lots are within ¾ mile 
of freeway 

¨  Create a series of maps and present them to Bike 
Friday, and suggest feasibility of moving on with the 
move to Portland. 



Isolating Manufacturing in Portland 



Manufacturing Tax Lots Results 

¨  Of the 600,000 tax lots, less than 60,000 are 
zoned for manufacturing 

¨  Manufacturing falls nearest the intersections of 
Interstates 205, 5, and 84 



Manufacturing Tax Lots in Portland 



Tax Lots Within 200 Feet of Bike or 
Bus: Using Select by Location 



Narrowing the Definition further… 



Bike Friday, it’s time to call the U-Haul! 

2 sites at:  
9200 Block, SE Foster 
Road 
 
2 Sites at:  
850 N. Lombard Street 
 



Recommendation 

¨  Portland, Oregon has several sites that meet 
the criteria of Bike Friday. Based on this 
analysis, it is suggested that Bike Friday move 
forward in their consideration to move 
manufacturing operations to Portland.  





FINAL PROJECT MAP EXAMPLES 



How have African Americans been displaced in NE Portland? 
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How have African Americans been displaced in NE Portland? 



Example #1 

Research Question: How have African Americans been 
displaced in NE Portland? 

… continue for each year of interest 



Where are the best pubs on the Eastside of Portland? 



Example #2 

Research Question: Where are the best pubs on the Eastside 
of Portland? 

Map #1: Pub Patio Map 



Where are the best pubs on the Eastside of Portland? 



Where are the best pubs on the Eastside of Portland? 



How do renewable energy goals tie in with retro-fitting dams? 
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How do renewable energy goals tie in with retro-fitting dams? 



Where is the Best Preschool for My Granddaughter? 
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Where is the Best Preschool for My Granddaughter? 



What is the Geographic Distribution of Criminal Activities in Portland, OR 
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What is the Geographic Distribution of Criminal Activities in Portland, OR 


